Come hear about the extraordinary work and engage with UA faculty colleagues from across campus.

**Thursdays at 4:00-5:00 p.m.**
Student Union Memorial Center
3rd Level, Arizona Room

September 26
**Dr. Christopher Impey**
*Communicating Science in the Age of Fake News*

October 3
**Dr. Roberta Diaz Brinton**
*Innovations in Brain Science of the Future for Those Who Need a Cure Today*

October 10
**Professor Danny Gurwin**
*New World: Jewish Writers in the American Musical Theatre, A Lecture in Song (Concert)*

October 17
**Professor Kate Bernheimer**
*Recognizing Fairy Tales, Recognizing Ourselves (A Lecture and Reading)*

November 7
**Dr. Michael Worobey**
*From Patient Zero to the 1918 Flu: Viral Clues to Pandemic Origins*

November 14
**Dr. Armin Sorooshian**
*Clouds on the Horizon: An Engineering Grand Challenge in the Atmosphere*

November 21
**Dr. Nolan Cabrera**
*White Immunity: Working Through the Pedagogical Pitfalls of “Privilege”*

December 5
**Dr. Nino Bakradze, Dr. Fanya Lin, Dr. Daniel Linder**
*Dancing on the Keyboard: Piano Music for Two Hands, Four Hands, and Six Hands (Concert)*